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Concert on Revelin club Terrace:
Cercle invites Hot Since 82
Hot Since 82 will play a unique DJ set on Monday 17th of June, 7.30pm CEST
on Revelin club Terrace.
An event produced and broadcasted live by Cercle,
in partnership with Sonus festival

A concert on the walls of Dubrovnik, looking at the city
The concert will take place on the terrace of Revelin
club, right onto the walls of the fortified city.
A breathtaking view of the city, a centuries old
fortified city, UNESCO heritage that is one of the most
touristic city in Croatia.

www.clubrevelin.com/

The artist will be shot from multiple angles by cameras
and broadcasted live on Cercle’s Facebook page.
After the performance the artist will be interviewed
and the online audience will be able to ask their
questions.

Hot Since 82, saw his career explode in the last few years
Daley Padley was born and raised in Barnsley, England (in
1981, contrary to his moniker). He started frequenting
clubs as a teenager, and began spinning at a hometown
club at the age of 17, where he became renowned for
his 12-hour weekend sets. He began traveling to Ibiza in
2003, and started a residency at Cream Ibiza in 2006

facebook.com/hotsince82/

Padley founded his record label “Knee Deep in Sound” in
2014.
Among his single releases, "Damage" was issued
by Adam Beyer's Truesoul in 2015, and "Evolve or Die"
appeared on Moon Harbour in 2017, the year he was
nominated for Producer of the Year at the inaugural
Electronic Music Awards. "Buggin'" (featuring vocalist Jem
Cooke) followed in 2018.

Cercle, a media producing and broadcasting live, electronic music
concerts in unusual and carefully selected venues
Cercle is a media dedicated to promoting artists and venues with an exceptional
production, our goal is to raise awareness around art, cultural heritage and great sceneries
throughout two noble and federating arts, music and video. Every Two Mondays, one artist
plays for 1 hour in a unique setting, followed by an interview via Facebook live. Cercle has
already collaborated with multiple venues like the Eiffel Tower, Fontainebleau’s castle,
Chambord’s castle, Montparnasse tower observation deck, Bourdelle’s museum...
cercle.lnk.to/subscribe
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